Abstract. Abstract continued Thiele type fraction has been constructed, which is an interpolation one for nonlinear operator acting from linear topological space X to algebra Y with a unit. In particular cases it changes into both a classic Thiele faction and a matrix-valued Thiele-type fraction from multiple variables.
A number of authors have been dealing with generalization of Thiele fractions; see for instance, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and others. These generalizations can be conditionally divided into two classes. The first class involves the works on generalization of Thiele fractions in case of multivariable functions, two as a rule (see [1] [2] [3] [4] 7] ). The second class includes the works on generalization Thiele fractions in case of vector-valued matrix-valued functions from one variable (see [5, 6] ). Moreover, there are some results, devoted to construction of matrix-valued interpolants from two variables [8] . However, all fractional interpolants suggested in the abovementioned works, unlike the classic Thiele fraction, have a significant drawback: when replacing the last interpolation node with an arbitrary element from the relevant set of definition, the interpolant is not converted into ordinary (vector-valued, matrix-valued) function which interpolates. Note also that the task of construction of vector-valued or matrix-valued interpolants is equivalent to traditional interpolation task, and, therefore, the need to build vector-valued or matrix-valued interpolants should be justified by each particular application.
The aim of this work is a generalization of Thiele fractions in the case of interpolation of non-linear operators acting from linear topological space X to algebra Y with a unit і, which does not have the specified drawback. Hence, as a special case an interpolation Thiel type fraction is obtained for functions with any number of variables without geometric restrictions on the location of interpolation nodes.
Abstract interpolation Thiele type fraction.
Let us start this article with constructive considerations concerning construction of the most general construction of interpolation Thiele type continued fraction (ICF). Let us consider the "two-storey" fraction 
,
Here z g  linear, differentiated by z operator, which acts from X to X, and has the properties
where E: X → X identity operator. Examples of operators 
and define on the set of operators twice differentiated by Gateaux, for which there are integrals (4), divided differences of the first order (see [10, 11] ). Let us check the fulfillment of interpolation conditions. Let us substitute in (1)- (4) 
The latter relations with (1) lead to the conclusion that (4) is an abstract two-storey Thiele type interpolation fraction with continual interpolation knot In the general case of n -storey fraction
(the last formula is a symbolic representation) its components are determined the following way 
...
Then, using mathematical induction, let us suppose that ( (
and prove the validity of the relation (8) 
that, according to the definition of abstract ICF (5), proves the validity of relation
In a similar way the validity of continual interpolation conditions can be proved
Thus, we have proved that the case is
Theorem. Let us consider that () Fu operator is n times differentiated by
Gateaux, and the one, for which fraction (5) We are going to consider vector-valued and matrix-valued Thiel type interpolation. A significant number of works deal with vector-valued issue (see [1] , [4] , [15] , [16] and referenced literature). Most of these works use the so-called Samelson inverse of vectors, which is a generally known procedure of matrix pseudoinverse of a full rank (see [14] , 6.46). The same idea is actually used in the case of matrix-valued Thiel type interpolation, by previously turning matrices in the vectors (see [5] , [17] , [18] and referenced literature).
Let Y algebra of mm  − matrices, IE  a common identity matrix. Let us interpret the formulas the following way (5)-(7) 
